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Who we are:
Braemar ACM Offshore is a division of Braemar
Shipping Services PLC, a leading integrated
provider of brokering and consultancy services
to the shipping industry.

Braemar ACM Offshore is comprised of 17
brokers with additional support staff across
4 international offices (Aberdeen, London,
Singapore and Houston) specializing in the
offshore markets worldwide. Our key aim is to
help Clients achieve problem -free Chartering
and Sale & Purchase in what can often be a
volatile Offshore Vessel market.
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OUR WEBSITE

Our Offshore website provides direct access to a live North Sea Spot
position list for AHTS, PSVS and tugs whilst also detailing requirements and
fixtures. The website is accessible from all computer and mobile devices.

Find us at: http://offshore.braemaracm.com

If you require any of our previous reports please contact us at:

offshore.research@braemar.com
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BROKER COMMENTARY

T

“There can be very few sectors in
global shipping where the price
of the ship commodity fluctuates
to the extent that we see in the
North Sea AHTS market.”

he North Sea vessel market has held mixed
fortunes for Owners since our last report with
the PSV market characterised by high availability
and low rates. Conversely, we have entered a
busier phase since the end of March with respect to demand
for AHTS for rig moves and project workscopes.

During March, AHTS vessels were routinely being chartered
out at day rates between GBP 5,000 and GBP 20,000, which
itself represents a fairly wide range of levels. However, since
the start of April day rates have shifted upwards significantly
culminating in 3 AHTS fixtures being concluded in Norway
last week at GBP 80,000/90,000 levels. At time of writing,
the most recent levels have 'settled' to c. GBP 35,000.
There can be very few sectors in global shipping where the
price of the ship commodity in a particular sector fluctuates
so quickly and to the extent that we sometimes see in the
North Sea AHTS market.

Fortunately, we are still seeing a measured volume of
positive signs within the industry. Last week, Hurricane
Energy issued a vessel ITT to secure tonnage to support the
FPSO they have contracted for their Lancaster field, West of
Shetland. The Aoka Mizu, which worked for Nexen from
2009 to 2016, is currently undergoing final modifications at
Dubai Dry Docks prior to mobilisation to the North Sea for
Lancaster, a contract that could run for up to 10 years.

The size of investment that Vessel Owners, particularly those
with large AHTS in their fleets, have undertaken in building
and running such vessels is without question. Also without
question is the frequency with which many of these ships
will sit without employment for days or weeks at a time and
the seriousness of this situation when you consider the
on-going pressure of high daily opex and capex on such
ships.

On a more broad-brush note, the upward trend in semi and
jack-up utilisation that we see in the coming weeks is also
encouraging. This includes , but is not limited to, the Noble
Hans Duel coming out shortly to undertake development
drilling for Spirit Energy, West Hercules for Siccar Point and
the RG7 for Chrysaor.

On one level it’s understandable that we have a market
dynamic within the North Sea AHTS market where spot
rates accelerate upwards as they have recently, but
ultimately, how healthy is it for the longer term recovery
and sustainability of offshore activity in the North Sea,
activity on which all contractors rely?
Moving away from the above vessel market volatility, it’s
fair to say uncertainty continues to play a part in the wider
O&G scene in Aberdeen; this week it’s been well publicised
that ConocoPhillips will have to reshape the size of their
workforce going forward as they move away from SNSEA
operations. Others too will remain uncertain to what the
future holds as a result of the Total takeover of Maersk Oil,
as that comes to fruition.
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Chartering

CHARTERING
STATOIL ADDS ANOTHER

LUNDIN CALLING
Lundin Petroleum has chartered two further Island Offshore PSVs to support the
COSL Innovator in the Norwegian North Sea. The Swedish independent, which
already has the Island Contender on charter, will utilise the UT776 Island Clipper and
Island Crusader to support the semi-submersible drilling unit with the former booked
for a 100 day well while the latter has been signed off for the firm 100 day well plus 4
x 1 well options. Although both vessels are of similar spec including oil rec and ICE-C,
the Crusader is also duel fuelled so it can operate on LNG as well as marine gas oil.
Both vessels commenced the charter during March.

ALLSEAS BAG A SECOND
Allseas have awarded another
contract for a PSV in the form of
the Vestland Offshore managed,
2011 built Solvik Supplier. The
1000m2 / VS 485 CD PSV has been
fixed to support a pipe haul
workscope on the Nord Stream II
project in the Baltic Sea. As was
reported last month, Allseas fixed
the Havila Crusader to assist on the
same campaign with the Solvik
Supplier being fixed for the same
duration of 10 months firm + opts.
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Bomlo based Eidesvik have
secured another medium term
charter for one of their PSVs after
they announced the Viking Lady
has been secured by Statoil AS
for 4 months plus 6 x 1 month
options. The 2009 built VS493
vessel, which has the bridge at
the aft, had been laid up before
the state owned energy company
opted to charter the vessel
to support their North Sea
operations. The contract is
Eidesvik’s fourth medium term
award for supply duties this year
after the Viking Prince (Decipher
Energy and Shell N) and the
Viking Queen (Saipem) had been
chartered previously. The vessel
is the third of three Statoil are
taking on for the summer with
Gulfmark’s North Barents and
SolstadFarstad’s Normand Fortune
already confirmed.

Chartering

CHARTERING

MORE SUCCESS FOR SIMON MOKSTER
Repsol Sinopec UK have chartered the Simon Mokster PSV Stril Odin for 1 year plus options. The MT 6000 MKII vessel will
commence the contract with Repsol in October of this year supporting the oil company's UK operations. The 2006 built unit
is currently on charter to Shell on the UKCS however it has previous experience with Repsol having supported the semisub
Stena Spey in 2017. Repsol currently have two Simon Mokster managed vessels on charter in the North Sea with sister
vessels STX09 Brage Supplier and Brage Trader on term contracts.
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CHARTERING
SKANDI RONA SECURES CHRYSAOR’S FIRST
TERM DEAL
Private equity backed Chrysaor have put pen
to paper on their first term PSV fixture in the
North Sea. The 2002 built / MT 6000 ‘Skandi
Rona’ has been fixed for a period covering
2 firm wells with an option of another 5
thereafter. The campaign which will see the
large PSV offer drilling support to the JUDR
‘Rowan Gorilla VII’ will kick off later this month.

FOULA IN WEST PHOENIX SUPPORT
Anasuria Operating Company Limited
(AOC) which was set up as the joint
operating company between Ping
Petroleum and Hibiscus Petroleum
have fixed the large PSV Skandi Foula
to support their upcoming drilling
campaign with the 2008 Built / Moss
CS50 ‘West Phoenix’. The vessel was
fixed for a period of 60 days and will
carry out supply duties to the rig at
the Operators Anasuria Cluster
175km east of Aberdeen.

BARRA MAKES IT THREE IN A ROW
FOR DOF
Nexen, a CNOOC limited company
has chartered the 2005 built / MT
6000 MK II ‘Skandi Barra’ for a
period covering 18 firm months
with a further 2 x 6 month options
thereafter. The Large PSV
concluded a long term charter
with Shell UK last year and has
been trading North Sea spot since
then. The ship will support the
various offshore locations and rigs
operated by Nexen including the
DP III semi ‘COSL Pioneer’.
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SUBSEA / RENEWABLES
SUBSEA COMMENTARY
Subsea companies have been no stranger to fleet reorganisation in response to the lower activity levels of recent times.
Contractors here in the North Sea and elsewhere moving from a blend of Chartered and Owned vessels towards 100%
ownership of high specification core assets. This strategy of reducing overheads has ensured that companies have control
of their own vessel designs, functionality and ability to deliver the right capability at the right cost.
However, one of the most visible signs of this restructuring has been the decommissioning and the scrapping of older,
inefficient and sometimes much-loved vessels. Many spreads have been decommissioned and gone for demolition in this
recent phase including the converted dive vessel Orelia, the 27 year old dive vessel Seven Discovery, Seven Condor and the
site investigation drill ship Bucentaur in Belgium.
The frequency of subsea vessels being sent for scrap is beginning to slow down, but vessels remain earmarked for future
disposal. These include assets such as the retired Rockwater 1, Wellservicer and the Seven Navica which could be moved on
in the coming months. Some of these are now surplus to requirements, too expensive to operate or no longer part of
Clients future plans. Seven Navica, which retired during Q4 2017 was the latest vessel in the Subsea 7 fleet to be replaced
by a more efficient vessel following the recent reel lay vessel order at Royal IHC in the Netherlands. Subsea 7 in fact have
released a total of 13 vessels since May 2015 including 9 returned to Owners, two sold to new Owners and 2 taken out of
service and scrapped.
This scrapping of vessels has been significant not least because of the distinctive designs and renowned service provided by
the various ships, but not nearly as broad or as deep as other more fragmented OSV sectors. Recent trends in the supply
sector for instance has revealed around 40 support vessels scrapped worldwide in the first 3 months of 2017 due to
prolonged and poor market conditions.
This disciplined approach by subsea services companies, is beginning to mirror that of the ERRV sector and will in time
result in modern and versatile fleets the majority being less than 10-years-old. What has been lost with these recent
scrapping’s has been the human element, with personnel retired, crews moved to other posts or other segments entirely.
What will last is the memories and stories of time served on these ships which will last long after the rusting hulls have been
beached, shredded and recycled ashore.

OCEAN INSTALLER WINS MARINE CONTRACT IN THE BARENTS SEA
Subsea contractor Ocean Installer which provides engineering, procurement, construction and installation services has been
awarded a significant contract by Statoil for install operations on the Askeladd Field. The field located in the Norwegian
Barents is around 175km offshore and will feature infrastructure including three wells via two new subsea templates tied
to the existing Snøhvit field. Askeladd is located 35 km South-West of the Snøhvit field and 175 km from the LNG plant at
Melkøya. The contract is further work for Ocean Installer in the Barents Sea region who currently have the flag ship
construction vessel Normand Vision within their fleet. The 156m long Normand Vision is currently 4 years into her 8-year
firm contract with Ocean Installer and equipped with 3000t carousel, 150t vertical lay spread and 400t active heave
compensated crane. News of the award follows the announcement that Subsea 7 had been awarded a pipelay scope for
the same field including the deployment of 44 kilometres of 20-inch pipeline tying the field to infrastructure to Snøhvit.
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SUBSEA / RENEWABLES
IEVOLI IVORY ARRIVES IN THE NORTH SEA
James Fisher Marine Services (JFMS) and Next Geosolutions have announced the arrival of the 90m multi-purpose support
vessel Ievoli Ivory to the Port of Lowestoft. Ievoli Ivory, Owned by Marnavi is in the port for the fitting of a work class WROV
system, survey and positioning equipment before being marketed for IRM work in the Oil & Gas and Renewables sector.
The SPS coded vessel which is fitted with heli deck, subsea crane, fire fighting and tank systems for bulk products is suitable
for a range of offshore tasks including survey, inspection, supply and light construction. This is the vessels first appearance
in the European IRM market having previously been used for Mediterranean Oil & Gas projects. Since delivery the vessel
has undertaken a host of scopes including accommodation support with a 12m UPTIME gangway, air diving and salvage
operations in the North Sea and Mediterranean.

MAERSK INSTALLER COMPLETES FIRST SUBSEA PROJECT
The first of Maersk Supply Service's new build construction vessels Maersk Installer has completed its debut installation
project for McDermott and end Client ONGC. The scope which included the loading and installation of rigid jumpers at
the Vashishta development was completed using the vessels DP3 station keeping capabilities and 400t active heave
compensated crane. Looking ahead Maersk Supply has indicated that one of their Stingray class construction vessels may
arrive in the North Sea during Q2 to complete decommissioning workscopes on the Leadon subsea project. Here the vessel
will undertake a complex 300t + subsea lift using its own Huisman heave compensated crane. Earlier in February saw
delivery of Installer's sister Maersk Inventor, the third of 4 subsea support vessels from China's COSCO Dalian Shipyard.
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SUBSEA / RENEWABLES
NEW BUILD ACTA AURIGA DELIVERS EARLY AND ARRIVES IN EEMSHAVEN
Acta Marine's new build construction support vessel Acta Auriga has arrived in Eemshaven port to commence preparations
for its long-term charter with Ocean Breeze Energy. The vessel which will support maintenance and service operations at
the BARD 1 Offshore Wind Farm offers state of the art facilities for 120 persons, 1000m2 deck area, motion compensated
crane and telescopic gangway capable of work in conditions up to 3.0m HS. The most distinctive feature of Auriga and her
sister vessel which will deliver in May 2019 is their hull designs X Box and X Stern which reduce noise vibration and improve
positioning and transits within the wind farm array. When orientated with the stern into weather the vessel is expected to
achieve a static position with lower thruster load resulting in better fuel consumption and lower emissions. Equally the
vessel can achieve a sail speed of around 12 knots astern and able to respond effectively to emergency pick ups or changes
in crew transfer scheduling.
SEABED PRODUCTION VESSEL NAUTILUS NEW ERA LAUNCHED
Seabed mining vessel Nautilus New Era has been launched at Mawei Shipyard in China and is now scheduled for delivery at
the end of March 2019. The vessel which will be used by Nautilus and its partner Eda Kopa Limited is to be deployed to an
area offshore Papua New Guinea where it will become the world’s first deep sea mining support vessel. The target area
around the Bismarck sea will be project site named Solwara 1 which has been identified as an area rich in mineral deposits
including high grade copper, gold and silver. The vessel is designed with two cranes (200/100t), in hold cargo systems, riser
storage areas, derrick, subsea pumps & mineral handling systems.
SUBSTATION PLATFORM UPDATE
The 2018 season will see the transportation and install of several offshore substations in North West Europe. In the UK,
Seaway Heavy Lift has completed the install of the first of two offshore transformer modules for SSE. Elsewhere in France,
STX has confirmed hand over of a 5,200 tonne substation to Statoil / EON destined for the Arkona Offshore Wind Farm.
The substation and jacket will also be installed by Seaway Heavy Lifts Oleg Strashnov during April. Looking elsewhere,
Orsted has applied to British planning authorities and stakeholders to reduce the number of offshore substations at their
mammoth Hornsea Two offshore wind farm. The change lodged with the UK's planning inspectorate will see the number
of offshore substations reduced from six to three and a subsequent increase to the size of the planned transformer
substations. Hornsea Two is currently the largest offshore wind farm planned for the UK producing a total of 1,386 MW
powered by 8 MW Siemens Gamesa turbines. First power from Hornsea Two is expected during 2022.
FIRST EQUIPMENT DEPLOYED IN ABERDEEN WIND FARM DEVELOPMENT
March saw the first suction bucket jacket foundation installed at Vattenfall’s 92.4MW Aberdeen Bay wind farm off Scotland.
The installation which was conducted in just 15 hours by lead contractor Boskalis was performed by heavy lift sheerlegs
Asian Hercules 3 in calm conditions. The development which is officially known as the European Offshore Wind Deployment
Centre (EOWDC) will eventually include a total of eleven MHI Vestas 8.4MW turbines that are due to be commissioned and
fully operational by the summer. The next phase and most visible presence on site will be the arrival of the large 6 leg
installation vessel Pacific Orca supported by crew transfer vessels Doer and Dispatcher. Pacific Orca, which is based in
Esbjerg will install the Vestas wind turbine components in an 8-week programme, before undertaking further work in the
offshore wind sector. Pacific Orca, delivered in July 2012 is one of the world’s largest wind farm installation vessels
equipped with 1200t main crane and sufficient deck area to carry up to 12 wind turbine generators.
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SUBSEA / RENEWABLES
FRED OLSEN JOINS FORCES WITH FALCON GLOBAL
US Offshore wind has seen the announcement of a joint venture agreement between North West European installation
specialists Fred Olsen Windcarrier and US lift boat operators Falcon Global. The agreement which will see the companies
provide vessels, technical services and crews for the US offshore wind sector will focus on the methodology employed
during the construction of the 30MW Block Island demonstration project offshore Rhode Island. The agreement marks a
further advance into the US wind sector for Falcon Global who are a subsidiary of SEACOR Marine Holdings. Falcon Global
operates one of the largest fleets of Jones Act compliant lift vessels in the US market including the Class M300-4 vessels
Falcon Diamond and Falcon Pearl. These vessels have an overall length of 90 metres and capability to work in water depths
up to 70 metres. Each is equipped with crane, accommodation for around 150 and helideck for the crew changing of
personnel. After a slow start US offshore wind is again picking up momentum with around 25 offshore wind projects at
various stages of planning mainly offshore US Northeast and mid-Atlantic Coasts. Developers and construction companies
such as Statoil and Orsted have already signalled their intention to develop interests in the US offshore wind sector most
recently in the Bay State Wind and Oce and Wind projects. The agreement though between Fred Olsen and Falcon Global
further strengthens SEACOR Marine's interests in the offshore wind sector and the company already UK, Dutch and German
offshore sectors through their subsidiary company Windcat Workboats.

EDT HERCULES PREPARES FOR SEASONAL WORK WITH TECHNIP FMC
EDT's Ulstein designed ROV vessel EDT Hercules is now preparing for a season of survey, pipeline and trenching support
works with Technip FMC. The vessel which is currently assisting with construction operations at the Aberdeen Offshore
wind farm for Boskalis, will soon mobilise for Technip and head for pipeline scopes in the Southern and Central North Sea.
The vessel which is currently fitted with ROV's and an on-line survey spread has campaigns lined up at Clipper South,
Clipper platforms and the Harrier field for Clients Ithaca Energy. Both projects will see the vessel work alongside vessels
from the TechnipFMC fleet including Deep Energy, Deep Explorer and the chartered in vessel North Sea Atlantic and
Normand Pioneer.
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CORPORATE
PROVIDENCE FARM-OUT TO APEC

MORE FOR CHRYSAOR

Chinese company Apec Energy has taken a 50% interest in
license SEL 1/11 off Ireland’s West Coast that could result in at
least three wells being drilled. Under a farm-out agreement
with Providence Resources and Lansdowne Oil & Gas, Hong
Kong registered Apec will pay 50% of all costs relating to the
drilling of the three vertical wells plus any associated
sidetracks and testing. Apec - who have a strategic partnership
with COSL - will also provide the drilling rig as well as financing
the remaining 50% of all costs of the field partners. While
Providence will remain as operator through the drilling phase,
Apec have the option to take over operatorship for the
development and production phase.

UK Independent Chrysaor has expanded their
footprint in the North Sea having agreed a deal to
buy 15% of the Grevling discovery in the Norwegian
sector. The transaction, which represents Chrysaor’s
first foray outwith the UKCS, also comes with an
option to buy a further 20% share from Okea. The UK
company has now also acquired 100% ownership of
the Armada, Maria and Seymour fields in the UK
central North Sea having bought the remaining
interests from Spirit Energy. Subject to a cap, Spirit
will retain decommissioning liabilities related to the
assets.

NEW YEAR, NEW NAME FOR STATOIL

LET IT SNOHVIT

Statoil has announced plans to change the name of the
company to Equinor which is formed by combining 'equi'
the starting point for words like equal, equality & equilibrium,
and 'nor', signalling a company proud of its Norwegian origin.
According to the Norwegian state owned oil company,
the name change 'supports the company's strategy and
development as a broad energy company.' The company's
hierarchy will propose the new name to shareholders at
Statoil's AGM on May 15. The Norwegian government, which
is a majority shareholder in the company, supports the
proposal and will vote in favour of the resolution.

Statoil and its partners in the Norwegian Snohvit
field have decided to invest about NOK 5 billion (USD
645 million) in the satellite Askeladd development
to extract more gas from the Barents Sea field. The
Askeladd development is part two of the multi-phased
Snøhvit development and consists of two new subsea
templates and three wells, as well as tie-ins to the
existing Snohvit infrastructure. 21 billion cubic metres
of gas and 12.6 million barrels of condensate will be
added to the project from 2020.
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STANDBY (ERRV)

MORE REQUIREMENTS HIT THE MARKET

PFML OUT FOR LANCASTER SUPPORT

The market threatens to tighten even further during the peak
drilling season as several new tenders have now been circulated
which, even after several recent contracts awards, means there are
now 21 requirements still outstanding, 13 of which can be defined
as 'new' demand. However, a number of these requirements have
essentially been awarded but an official announcement has not
been issued yet and consequently as availability dries up during
these peak months of activity rate levels have increased steeply
relative to those prevailing in the first quarter. CNR International
are looking for a vessel to support a 3-4 well (circa 70 days total)
well intervention campaign at their assets in the Central &
Northern North Sea from late April and Nautical Petroleum, a
subsidiary of Cairn Energy, has tendered for a vessel to support a
one well (circa 60 days) drilling programme in the Central North
Sea with the Ensco 101 with a mid June - end July commencement
window.

Petrofac Facilities Management Limited (PFML)
are tendering for a vessel for 1-3 years + opts
from late September to support the Bluewater
FPSO Aoka Mizu West of Shetlands on Hurricane
Oil's Lancaster Field. Hurricane / Zennor
Petroleum are scheduled to take the Esvagt
Celina (2013 built) on charter later this month
for a 4 well (circa 210 - 270 days) + 5 option
contract with the PBLJ. The drilling programme
will be managed by Petrofac and the rig will be
stationed on Hurricane's Lancaster field for the
initial two wells. PFML also remain outstanding
for a vessel for 7 wells (circa 180 days) + options
from later this month to support a P&A
programme for Tullow Oil with the JU Ensco
72 in the South North Sea.

21 TENDERS OUTSTANDING
As noted above many of the outstanding tenders have been covered but officially remain 'open' but many announcements
are likely over the next few weeks as contracts progress to full execution. The details of each requirement have been
highlighted in previous reports but in summary the following tenders have not been officially closed out - namely Apache
(2 vessels) / PFML (2 vessels) / BP (6 vessels) / Spirit Energy (4 vessels) / CNR (1 vessel) / Nexen (2 vessels) / Maersk - Total
(1 vessel) / AOC (1 vessel) / Total (1 vessel) & Nautical Petroleum (1 vessel).

ITHACA / CHRYSAOR FIXED
The Esvagt Christina (2010 built) has recently commenced a 2-5 year charter with Ithaca Energy supporting the FPF1 on
the Stella Field in the Central North Sea. She replaces the Olympic Octopus (2006 built) which is now in Norway where the
ERRV equipment is being removed as she will trade in the future as a standard anchor handler. In addition, Chrysaor have
chartered the Grampian Defiance (2012 built) for 2 wells (circa 120 days total) plus 5 options for support of a drilling
programme with the Rowan Gorilla VII on the Maria field in the Central North Sea with commencement slated for later this
month.
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RIG ANALYSIS
Norway UK/Irl Denmark/Faroe Islands Netherlands Stacked without future contract Stacked with future contract Total
Drillship

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

Jackup

9

12

3

2

19

6

51

Semi-Sub

13

10

0

0

16

5

44

Total

22

22

3

2

36

11

96

A

s we turn the corner into spring the North Sea rig
market again shows signs of gradual progression
towards a more stable market. Since our last
report 4 rigs have taken leave from the Cromarty
Firth alone as the ‘Paragon MSS1’ (Taqa) / ‘Paragon
B391’ (Spirit Energy) / ‘Ocean Guardian’ (Decipher) and
‘Ocean Patriot’ (Shell UK) all departed to commence various
work scopes.

announced came from Paragon on their 1983 built C20051
(ex Noble Al White) rig which has been contracted by
Perenco to complete well abandonment work in the SNS
from later this year.

In addition to the jack up contracts there has been a couple
of awards mentioned for semi’s too. Although unconfirmed
which rig at this stage it is understood that Total UK have
selected a unit for their ‘Laggan’ well which is expected to
There have however been delays to commencements for
kick off next month. Confirmation from Statoil that a
some Operators programmes with the JUDR ‘Noble Hans
three-well programme has been lined up in the UK sector
Dual’ (Spirit Energy) and the ‘West Hercules’ (Siccar Point)
will see the ‘West Phoenix’ perform drilling duties with an
now scheduled to commence operations later this month.
additional well in Norway to be drilled ahead of the UK
Despite these and other programmes moving to the right,
campaign. In addition to this, last month Statoil also
there is still an overall confidence re-emerging in the market. declared a third option on Odfjell’s Aker H-3.2 ‘Deepsea
Although there remain 23 inactive semis in the North
Bergen’ with Charterers holding various well options
Sea region at this point, 7 of these units have forward
thereafter.
commitments to go to. Although rig utilisation stood at
51% for a consecutive month in March, there remains 9
Although the current increase in activity can be seen as
outstanding ITT’s set to commence between now and the
positive for the industry, some may take the more
same point next year. When paired to the outlook that
pessimistic view that drilling overall remains an area of
many inactive rigs may well be taken permanently out of
concern throughout the North Sea. Last year saw the lowest
service or relocated to other regions to service contracts,
number of wells spudded since 1973 with just 14
day rates for rigs may start to recover quicker than some
explorations and 9 appraisal wells carried out. Although
might predict.
recent discoveries at Alwyn (Total) / Beryl (Apache) and
Capercaillie (BP) are positive for the basin due to the relative
Since our last report there have been 3 new contracts issued ease in which they can have tied them back into existing
for jack-up drilling units with Rowan securing two of these.
infrastructure, we need to see the number of E&A
This first contract lasting 100 days was awarded for their
programmes in less developed areas take a step forward.
high spec N-Class ‘Rowan Viking’ which is set to start in
We have seen encouraging results from less explored areas
direct continuation of her current Charter with Lundin
such as Achmelvich (BP) / Halifax (Hurricane) and Verbier
Norway mid-summer. The award will see the rig perform a
(Statoil) in recent months but with development drilling
5 well P&A programme at Shell UK’s Goldeneye field in the
falling by 45% in the last 2 years there needs to be a fresh
Central North Sea. The second contract, again for Rowan,
injection of life to avoid an inevitable drop in production as
came from Chrysoar who confirmed that the ‘Rowan Gorilla we move into the next decade.
VII’ will complete their two well campaign set to kick off later
this month. The third and final contract which was
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United Kingdom

Singapore
1 Pickering Street
#08-01
Great Eastern Centre
Singapore 048659

T +44 (0)203 142 4140
E offshore.london@braemar.com
offshore.snp@braemar.com

T
F
E

Aberdeen
25 Carden Place
Aberdeen
AB10 1UQ
UK

Houston
2800 North Loop West
Suite 900
Houston
Texas, 77092
United States

T
F
E

+44 (0) 1224 628470
+44 (0) 1224 621444
offshore.aberdeen@braemar.com

T
E

+65 6410 9013
+65 6410 9015
offshore.singapore@braemar.com

+1 832 200 2456
offshore.houston@braemar.com

BRAEMAR ACM OFFSHORE CONTACTS
London Office
Andrew Williams
Mark Chesterfield
Charles Cundall
Kevin Morrin
Tobi Menzies
Edward Molyneux
Douglas Rickman
Jack Richards
George Delamain
Kesley Pierre

Aberdeen Office
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President
Managing Director
Director (S&P)
Shipbroker (S&P)
Shipbroker (S&P)
Shipbroker (S&P)
Shipbroker
Shipbroker
Shipbroker
Operations Assistant

David Veitch
Graeme Riddell
Jamie Waterston
Chris Fowler
Amy Henderson
Jade Collins

Singapore Office
James Sherrard
Nicola Troup
Nana Lai
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Director
Shipbroker
Shipbroker
Shipbroker
Office Manager
Operations Assistant

Houston Office
~ Director
~ Shipbroker
~ Shipbroker/Admin

Michael Bates
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